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MISSION STATEMENT: To maintain a welcoming golf club that is open, relaxed, social and safe; 

responsive to the needs of all members, the community and the environment. Our goal is to provide the 

benefits of golf at an affordable price. 

 

Isle of Coochie Golf Club Core Values 

Core Values are the guiding principles that dictate behaviour and actions. They can help to determine if the 

club is on the right path to achieving set goals and our mission statement. They are a “go to” in times of 

uncertainty and affirming in times of achievement. 

 

Member Focus- we strive to enhance our members playing and social experience whilst maintaining 

affordability. 

It’s all about the game of golf- playing conditions, challenging course and availability to all ages and gender. 

And it’s all about the 19th where people know my name and I know theirs. Facilitating a venue for social 

interaction of club members. 

 

 

Club Membership- as valued club member’s we have responsibilities and are accountable for our 

actions. 

This is in reference to the constitution, liquor licensing laws, payment of fees as well as other norms and 

regulations covering membership. Following the above gives us value as club member’s. 

 

 

Work Together- we voluntarily work together in a respectful manner for the mutual benefit of both club 

and member. 

This core value recognizes the volunteer base of the club. The club should facilitate Volunteer’s sense of worth 

to the club community. Volunteer’s should be working productively in a team environment. Constraints set by 

committees in regards to monetary and managerial resources shall be followed. Disrespectful behaviour should 

not be tolerated. 
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Stewardship- we acknowledge our historical time line and our positional responsibility toward the 

environment and community. 

Past efforts have made this club what it is today. Whether it be this morning blowing away of leaves, cleaning 

of toilet facilities, preparation of EOM meals to the forging of fairways 30 years ago, member’s efforts echo in 

our club. We are fortunate to be placed on an Island in Morton Bay. The land we play on was a gift to the 

community. We are part of a small but vibrant community. With this comes responsibility to many government 

organizations and a call for a social conscience.  

 

 

Uniqueness- we maintain a family friendly, gender neutral oriented club. Our special circumstances 

forged independence yet we operate within the rules of golf. 

From the onset, the goal of club members has been to facilitate inclusiveness. Men and women play off the 

same markers; playing equally together in competition. This is a feature of our uniqueness. Men and Women 

possess equal status on all committees. Our course’s confines determine our independence from golfs 

governing bodies. We adapted to form a golf club that operates within the rules of golf where ever possible.  

 

 

Safety- concerns all members; and is everyone’s responsibility. 

Safety of our members and guest’s is paramount. Whether it is on course in regards to vegetation management 

(tree limb hangers) or the following of smoking rules on the 19th; as members of the Isle of Coochie Golf Club it 

is our duty of care to communicate safety concerns and follow safety directions. 
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